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Abstract : We are on the whole living in a period of technical progression. Remote advances are not something obscure to us. 

While sharing pictures, we use Bluetooth. Aside from that, there are different remote advances, similar to Wi-Fi, 4G LTE, and so 

on which makes our cell phones the most intelligent. The wireless communication technologies are getting so essential day by day 

number of organizations is dependent on it. Wireless innovation is developing day by day — winding up increasingly secure and 

increasingly solid. These wireless technologies make our business more secure can get benefited by it.  

This paper will give an itemized thought the sorts of wireless technologies that have made our life simpler. Through this paper we 

can get complete idea about how the latest wireless technologies work and how they differ from one another. 

 

IndexTerms - WiGig, Wi-Fi Direct, RFID, ZigBee, Cognitive radio. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless correspondence is the exchange of data between at least two that are not associated by an electrical channel. The most 

widely recognized remote advancements utilize radio. Remote transmission is a type of unguided media. Wireless 

correspondence includes no physical connection built up between at least two gadgets, conveying remotely. Remote signs are 

spread over noticeable all around and are gotten and translated by proper radio wires. In increasingly innovative definition, 

wireless innovation/ wireless correspondence is a power or data exchange between at least two gadgets which are not associated 

through electrical transmitter. Be that as it may, this term has gotten through a few periods of innovative history. In 1890, the 

expression "wireless" is utilized to characterize transmitting and accepting radio innovation, with remote broadcast as the 

precedent. In any case, venturing the year 1920, the expression "radio" supplanted "wireless" to be utilized in the very same 

innovation. While in the cutting edge use, in mid 20s, the expression "wireless" began to be utilized to characterize the innovation 

that doesn't requires links. Amid that timeframe as of not long ago, numerous individuals use " wireless” term to allude 

innovation, for example, Bluetooth, WLAN, NFC, RFID, Zigbee and LTE and some more. Most wireless technologies utilize 

radio. They utilize radio recurrence to convey to one another. Along these lines, the wired association is never again required. 

Another method for transmission that utilized in remote correspondence is electromagnetic flag. Here, this correspondence 

utilizes light, electric fields, sound, or even attractive field to do information exchange.  

 

II. ADVANTAGES OF SECURE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION 
 

Remote innovation will decidedly affect your main concern. The expanded adaptability, proficiency and cost funds related with 

this innovation mean huge advantages for us. Advantages include: 

2.1 Telecommuters 
 Wireless innovation isn't just about remote apparatus. Its focal points give specialists remote access from anyplace on the 

assembling floor. It's never again fundamental for laborers to be in a control room, at a work area PC or at the hardware site to 

keep an eye on tasks. It is currently simpler than any time in recent memory to screen tasks and oversee remote locales while 

moving. 

2.2 Constant information/ Real Time Information 
 Wireless enables you to effectively get to continuous information or information conveyed following gathering. This is 

particularly useful in mechanical applications that need information quicker than at any other time for applications, similar to 

quality control or representative wellbeing. 

2.3. Resource use  
The information isn't only quicker, there's a greater amount of it. The information gathered from our system's machines and 

sensors gives bits of knowledge to help set objectives, measure advance and streamline utilization of accessible resources.  

2.4 Improved diagnostics 
With access to more noteworthy measures of all the more opportune information, we can abstain from assembling issues before 

they occur. When we are exploiting remote innovation, we can discover and fix issues rapidly before they transform into 

enormous issues those moderate or stop tasks. Our business profits by improved proficiency, diminished downtime and, at last, 

expanded productivity. 

 

III. WIRELESS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 

3.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID ) Technology  

RFID Tags are little transponders that react to inquiries from a RFID reader by remotely transmitting a sequential number or 

comparable identifier. They are intensely used to follow things underway conditions and to name things in general stores. They 

are typically thought of as a progressed standardized identification. Be that as it may, their conceivable territory of utilization is a 

lot bigger. RFID labels are relied upon to multiply into the billions throughout the following couple of years but, they are 

essentially treated the equivalent route as scanner tags without considering the effect this trend setting innovation has on security.  

RFID Tags/ Transponders are consist of  

 Micro Chip 

 Antenna 

 Battery ( only for passive Tags ) 
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Figure 1 RFID Tag 

 

 
3.1.1 Types of RFID Tags 

3.1.1.1 Active Tags  

 Active RFID tags have their own inbuilt power supply. The power supply is being used to activate the microchip and to 

communicate with the RFID reader. 

3.1.1.2 Passive Tags  

 Passive tags do not have power supply. They draw energy from electromagnetic radiations from the RFID reader. 

3.1.1.3 Semi-Passive Tags  

 Semi-passive tags have a battery to energize the microchip, yet impart by illustration control from the reader.  

 

3.1.2 Working of RFID Tags  

As shown in Figure 2 an electromagnetic field is created by the RFDI reader unit which helps to prompt a current into the RFID 

tag. In this way reader sends the information to the tag and in response send back the information saved in its memory. Then from 

reader the information is transmitted to the processing unit where the complete database is stored. 

 

Figure 2 RFID System 

 

 
 

 

 

3.2 WiGig Technology  

 

Electromagnetic fields are depended on to give numerous administrations we underestimate today, for example, Television and 

radio communicate, cell phones, electrical gear and that's just the beginning. RF is considered nonionizing which implies by its 

very nature it can't break concoction bonds. A reciprocal innovation to Wi-Fi, WiGig gives information rates upto 7 Gbps and 

depends on the IEEE 802.11ad standard, like Wi-Fi. Prominent use cases for WiGig incorporate link substitution for famous I/O 

furthermore, show expansions, remote docking between gadgets like PCs furthermore, tablets, moment match up and 

reinforcement, furthermore, concurrent spilling of different, ultra-top notch furthermore, 4K recordings. All radio-based 

innovations, including WiGig,  

must fulfill worldwide guidelines that limit human presentation to RF and are created to guarantee the sheltered utilization of the 

innovation by clients furthermore, the overall population. These models are science based, evaluated occasionally and reflect the 

most recent logical learning. Free logical associations, general wellbeing organizations, and governments all through the world 

routinely audit the substantial collection of research. The foundations are predictable in their evaluation that there is no settled 

proof of destructive impacts from radio frequencies utilized at or beneath the set up breaking points. 

 

3.3 Wi-Fi Direct 

WiFi Direct is an incredibly overlooked innovation that permits numerous WiFi-empowered gadgets to flawlessly associate with 

one another and trade information without the requirement for a focal remote switch to compose the traffic and hand-off 

information parcels. The requirement for quicker information exchange speeds implied that current remote innovation guidelines, 

for example, Bluetooth were inadequate. Another remote innovation standard must be created, one that would give 

straightforward associations with basic undertakings, for example, sending a document from a cell phone       to a PC or printer.  
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1. Working of Wi-Fi Direct : 

WiFi Direct is based upon a similar WiFi innovation utilized by most current shopper electronic gadgets to speak with remote 

switches. As shown in figure 3  it enables two gadgets to speak with one another, gave that somewhere around one of them is 

agreeable with the standard to set up a shared association.  

 

Figure 3. Wi-Fi Direct 

 

 
 

Before WiFi Direct, it was conceivable to build up a comparable association with specially ad-hoc networking , a decentralized 

kind of remote system that doesn't depend on prior framework, however WiFi Direct makes decentralized remote systems 

administration open even to individuals who are not in fact slanted.  

 

The standard gives perfect gadgets a path how to find one another and safely associate utilizing Wi-Fi Protected Setup and Wi-Fi 

Protected Access (WPA).  

 

Wi-Fi Protected Setup is a system security standard made by the Wi-Fi Alliance to permit home clients who know little of remote 

security and might be scared by the accessible security alternatives to set up WPA, a convention and security confirmation 

program created by the Wi-Fi Alliance to verify remote PC systems. 

 

3.4 ZigBee 

Zigbee remote innovation is the minimal effort and low-fueled work arrange generally utilized for controlling and observing 

applications. Zigbee correspondence framework is more affordable and less difficult than the other restrictive short-run remote 

systems like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.  

Because of its preferences like minimal effort and low power working modes and its topologies, Zigbee remote correspondence 

innovation is most appropriate for a few applications when contrasted with other restrictive remote correspondence advancements 

like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and so on. 

 

 

3.4.1 ZigBee Topologies  

Zigbee bolsters a few system topologies; be that as it may, the most regularly utilized setups are star, mesh and cluster tree 

topologies. Any topology comprises of at least one organizer. In a star topology, the system comprises of one organizer which is 

in charge of starting and dealing with the gadgets over the system. Every single other gadget are called end gadgets that 

legitimately speak with organizer. This is utilized in businesses where all the end point gadgets are expected to speak with the 

focal controller, and this topology is straightforward and simple to send.  

 

In mesh and tree topologies, the Zigbee organize is reached out with a few routers where facilitator is in charge of gazing them. 

These structures enable any gadget to speak with some other contiguous hub for giving repetition to the information. In the event 

that any hub comes up short, the data is steered naturally to other gadget by these topologies. As the excess is the primary factor 

in enterprises, subsequently work topology is for the most part utilized. In a bunch tree organize, each group comprises of a 

facilitator with leaf hubs, and these organizers are associated with parent organizer which starts the whole system. 
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Figure 4. ZigBee Topologies 

 

 
 

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

 
Tabel 1 Comparison of Wireless Technologies 

 

Technology Spectrum Range 

Max. Transmission 

Range Application 

RFID 

120-140KHz (LF) 10-20 cm 
Access control and Animal 

tagging. 

13.56MHz (HF) 10-20cm 

Tracking library books, Patient 

flow tracking, Transit tickets 

etc. 

868-928 MHz(UHF) 3 meters 
Electronic toll collection and 

Parking access control 

2.45-5.8 GHz (Microwave) 3 meters 
 Logistics, Inventory control, 

Traceability control, etc. 

WiGig 60GHz Band 10 meters 
Home Networks, Audi and 

Video devices etc 

 Wi-Fi Direct 2.4 GHz 200 meters File Sharing, Group Gaming etc 

ZigBee 2.4 GHz,868-915 MHz 30-50 meters 
Industry and Home automation, 

monitoring of smart grid etc. 

 

 

 
 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 
Wireless Communication Technologies has been accepted globally as a technical upgradation. With the help of these technologies 

we can the world more efficient. Privacy issues may have some negative impact as a concern of data security. But this limitation 

can be overcome by some more research in this field. Wireless communication technologies would be very beneficial to numerous 

devices without any wired connection with good data transfer rate.   
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